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 . ruzida2004. After you log in, you'll receive an email from us that contains important information about your account and a link to reset your password.National Hornicourt Sausage Co. National Hornicourt Sausage Company of Newark, New Jersey, United States, is an artisanal sausage maker. Founded in 1926, National Hornicourt Sausage Company is still family owned and operated. In 2014, they
celebrated their 85th year in business. The company is a staple of the Italian American food culture in New Jersey. The company is committed to providing the highest quality of fresh and aged sausage to their customers. History Prior to 1926, the meat industry in New Jersey was largely limited to large hog butchering, shipping and processing corporations. Hornicourt Sausage Company was founded

in 1926 by Giovanni di Cosimo (Tony), a butcher in Newark, New Jersey. In 1941, Tony's nephew, Luigi di Cosimo (Lou) joined Hornicourt. Soon after Lou joined the company, the firm began to buy the liquid pork trimmings from local butcher shops and take them to a local packing house to be converted into sausage. During World War II, the company was forced to relocate to a back street
warehouse at 37 Urine Street in Newark. After the war, Lou and his brother Salvatore di Cosimo (Salvatore) took over the operations of the Hornicourt Sausage Company. In 1950, Sal's son, Frank di Cosimo (Frank), joined the company. Frank's son Salvatore di Cosimo (Salvatore) Jr. (Joe) joined the firm in 2000. In 2012, Salvatore's son, Salvatore di Cosimo (Tommy) joined the firm. Today,
Hornicourt Sausage is still family owned and operated. In 2014, they celebrated their 85th year in business. Hornicourt Sausage Company is committed to providing the highest quality of fresh and aged sausage to their customers. Processing The Hornicourt Sausage Company uses a manual cold smoking process that adds flavor and provides superior texture to their products. The company hand

assembles fresh and aged products, often working closely with local restaurants and food wholesalers. In 2014, they offer fresh and aged sausages, dry salami, and fresh and cured pastas. Hornicourt Saus 82157476af
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